Brass Dowel plugs

Brass Dowels Brass Anchor Fasteners Anchors Dowel plugs fasteners

**Szes:** 3/16" 1/4" 5/16" 3/8" 1/2" BSW UNC  
M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 M12 M16 metric threads

All our expansion anchors Brass Dowels Brass dowel plugs Anchor fasteners are made with high quality CZ 121 Brass and Go and not go quality threads.

**ADDEESS:**  
Conex Brass Screws Fasteners  
Plot 10 B GIDC IND Estate Jamnagar 361004 INDIA

**CONTACTS:**  
PHONE : 91-22-43449300 / 43449327  
FAX : 91-22-22834046 / 40023682  
EMAIL : sales@conexscrews.com
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